Text: Exodus 20:1-5 Then God spoke all these words: I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of
the land of Egypt, out of the house of slavery; you shall have no other gods before me. You shall not
make for yourself an idol, whether in the form of anything that is in heaven above, or that is on the
earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth. You shall not bow down to them or worship
them.
SUBSTITUTE GODS
Introduction: An idol is a substitute god. When I lived in Taiwan, I used to love to go to Daoist temples.
While Buddhists said that Daoism was not a religion, people treated Dao temples with great reverence. I
enjoyed the temples because from the giant statues of ancient warriors guarding the temple gates to
the depiction of various sacred scenes based on the Dao, the temples were filled with greater than life
sized statues in the most vivid hues imageable. With joss sticks of incense stuck upright in urns filled
with sand, the sights and smells of the temple told you in bold colors that here were the gods.
Golden representations of politicians or calves don’t really move Christians today. We are far too
sophisticated to bow down to a representation of some god. Indeed, we satirize people who would be
god and godly symbols are frequently seen by many Christians as just a bit “over the top.” I remember
when Richard Nixon, running for president, noted that his wife, in contrast to some other wives, wore a
proper cloth coat. Symbols are important! But the golden calf has not disappeared, it has simply
changed form. Indeed, we now have a small heard of calves on our personal ranch. I don’t presume to
speak for you, but I know that, at one time or another, I have bowed down to a variety of golden calves.
Join me in considering a few of humankind’s pet calves.
Money: Certainly, the idol that captures most of us at some time in our lives is money. While we
usually think of the rich as idolizing money, I can remember when a five dollar per week grocery budget,
as a student, caused me to spend a lot of time thinking about money. Perhaps what we need to consider
is money as instrument versus money as an end in itself. Whether you have a lot or a little, money as an
instrument to survive and to do things with, is not an idol. If money and the acquiring of it, is an end in
itself, is an all-consuming passion, then it has become an idol.
Pleasure: Another of the ‘usual suspects’ when considering idols, is pleasure. Let us hope that we all
experience some pleasure every day. There is quite enough pain in the world. A bit of pleasure is
welcome. For those people who live for pleasure, for true hedonists, pleasure and its pursuit is an idol.
Only then does pleasure become evil.
Power: The last of the basic triad of idolatry is power. For sheer destructiveness those who bow before
this idol cannot be matched. Power is an idol that is frequently partnered with other idols. Power, when
coupled with morality, can accomplish great things. When made into an idol it corrupts. As an
American historian once wrote: Absolute power corrupts absolutely, but before it corrupts it maddens.”
This insane lust for power destroys individuals and civilizations. That is why power must always have a
moral context. Values must govern power or power will be debased and become the most evil of idols.
Control: Now let us consider the lesser triad of idols, but ones that are more subtle and personally
destructive of our relationship to God. The first is control. In other developed countries public
transportation is well developed and universally well patronized. In the U.S. we disdain public

transportation. We love our cars. Why? Because we want to be in control. In Taiwan and China people
wear masks if they have a cold. Even if they are not sick, they may wear masks to protect against the
construction dust that seems to dominate every major city. In the U.S. we have made mask wearing a
political issue. We don’t want anyone telling us to put on masks. Pandemic, doctors and scientists be
damned – we don’t want people telling us what to do. We want control over whether or not we cover
our faces! When Ronald Reagan was shot his chief of staff, General Haig, quickly announced that he was
in control. He wasn’t, there was a little matter of the Constitution. But control was the goal. And we
could all understand. Driving a car or driving a country, control was the end value. As we get older the
idol of control frequently looms even larger. My ninety-two-year-old brother lives in an assisted living
facility and often he refuses to get up and dressed. Not because he can’t, but rather because he won’t.
He is exercising control. We know that we really have little control over our fate. But turning away from
the idol toward acknowledging God as being in control, along with the table of random numbers!, is
difficult for us to do.
Oneself: Closely related to the control idol is the making of oneself into a personal god
substitute. That is not to say that we shouldn’t have a good opinion of ourselves. If we don’t have love
for ourselves, we will probably not have love for others. Remember? “Love your neighbors as you love
yourself.” When you transform this healthy God inspired love into an idol is when self-love becomes
destructive of human relationships as well as one's relationship to God. Psychiatrists call this
dysfunctional kind of self-love narcissism. When you are the god that you worship, great evil can be
excused as necessary acts to serve your ego. We are temples, but to God’s love. It is God who is the
source of love. Let us be sure that we are worshiping the right source of love.
Bible: Finally, we come to the most unlikely of idols that interfere with our relationship to God:
The Holy Bible. By attributing the doctrine of inerrancy to the Bible we have created an idol that truly
substitutes for the one God in a most destructive way. Do you want to justify slavery, the servitude of
women, racial genocide or just the bashing of infant heads against a city wall? The Bible is your friend
and source of authority. Remember the foundation of the Episcopal church is likened to a three-legged
stool, with the legs being the Bible, historical tradition and reason. Our Church worships God. Beware
of those who would transform an ancient book into something that it is not. It is correct to say that we
are a people of the Book. But we are also a people with a history, who can think. The Bible is a living
Word, inspired by God. It is our task to understand, with the mindful tools at hand, what the Word
means for this generation. It is a guide which aids our spiritual journey to God. It is not God.
Remember that distinction.
Conclusion: At different times in our lives, we are all tempted to create idols and worship at
their temples. We must use our faith and God’s strength, to resist the lure of idols and to pursue with
love and vigor our relationship to God. Amen.

